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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California 93407
ACADEMIC SENATE

MEETING OF THE ACADEMIC SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Tuesday, February 172009
01-409,3:10 to 5:00pm
I.

Minutes:
Approval of Executive Committee minutes for January 27 2009 (pp. 2-3).

II.

Communications and Announcements:
A.
The (if needed) ExecCom meeting scheduled for February 24 is cancelled.
B.
Nominations received for Academic Senate 2009-2011 term: (p. 4).

III.

Reports:
A.
Academic Senate Chair:
B.
President's Office:
C.
Provost:
D.
Statewide Senate:
E.
CF A Campus President:
F.
ASI Representative:
G.
Caucus Chairs:
H.
Other:

IV.

Consent Agenda:

V.

Business Item(s):
A.
Academic Senate committee vacancies: (p. 5).
B.

Resolution on Proposal for the Establishment ofthe Global Waste Research
Institute: HansonlYesiller (pp. 6-24). [Entire proposal of 130 pages can be viewed at:

http://www.calpolv.edu/-acadsen/documents/gwri propo al.pdf ]

VI.

C.

Resolution on Modification to the Bylaws of the Academic Senate: Revision
To Make the Position of Academic Senate Chair an At-Large Position:
Executive Committee (pp. 25-26).

D.

Resolution to Change Administrative Status for Recreation, Parks, and
Tourism Administration Program: Hendrix, RPTA Program (pp. 27-28).

Discussion Item(s):
A.
Cornel MortonlDick Zweifel: Cal Poly Statement on Community and
Adoption ofInciusive Excellence Model (pp. 29-33).
B.

VII.

[TIME CERTAIN 4:45]
Tim Kearns: Responsible Use Policy: http://sccuritv.calpoly.cduJdocs/c uJ
From main page, please review Responsible Use Policy draft and Cal Poly's response
to the RUP draft.

Adjournment
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ACADEMIC SENATE
805.756.1258
MINUTES OF
The Executive Committee of the Academic Senate
Tuesday, January 27, 2009
01-409,3:10 to 5:00 p.m.

r.

Minutes: The minutes for the January 6,2009 meeting were approved.

II.

Communications and Announcements: none.

III.

Regular Reports:
A. Academic Senate Chair: none.

B. President's Office: Howard-Greene announced that the CSU Board of Trustees is meeting this
week and reviewing the schematics for the expansion of the rec center.
C. Provost: none.
D. Statewide Senate: Foroohar reported that the statewide Academic Senate met on January 22-23
for committee and plenary sessions. In addition to hearing reports from the Senate officers,
committee chairs, Chancellor Reed, Vice-Chancellor Reichard and others, several resolutions
passed including a resolution on "Protection of Instruction During Times of Budget Crisis,"
resolution on "Collecting Survey Data Concerning Voluntary FaCUlty Separations and Declined
Offers of Employment From the CSU," and resolution on "ReaffIrmation of Campus Faculty
Consultation in Budget Decisions." Several resolutions came before the Senate as first reading
items and will be back for our March plenary. LoCascio reported that in addition to the passed
resolution five resolutions were presented for fIrst reading including "Support for Improved
Faculty Development Opportunities for Lecturers," and "The Right of Faculty to Have a Vote
of No Confidence." In addition, at the request of College of Engineering's Dean Noori, Vice
Chancellor Reichard was invited to visit Cal Poly on a day when the Academic Senate meets
and hold an open meeting for all faculty.
E. CF A Campus President: Saenz announced that contract negotiations between CF A and CSU are
at impasse with the possibility being arbitration. Cal Poly has exhausted its money for PPIs but
will cover any awards made on appeal.

F. ASI Representative: Christy reported that ASI officers met with California State Student
Association but due to problems of unprofessionalism and voting on social issues rather than
educational, Cal Poly will most likely pay dues but will not attend their meetings. The Board of
Directors is looking at issues regarding college-based fees from each college's point of view
and reaching out to students to get their input. More details will be available after the Campus
Fee Advisory Committee meets on Thursday, February 5,2009.
G. Caucus Chairs: none.

-3H. Other: Giberti gave a progress report on the student survey that is being developed for the
W ASC self-study. The survey is available at:
http://www.calpoly.edu/~acadsen/documents/wasc student survey.pdf
IV.

Consent Agenda: none.

V.

Business Item(s):
A. Academic Senate and University committee vacancies: The following was approved:
John Chen as the CENG representative to the Intellectual Property Review Committee.
B. Resolution to Set Aside the Bylaws a/the Academic Senate (Executive Committee): Menon
presented this resolution, which would allow John Soares the opportunity to run for re-election
as a senator in order to seek re-election as Academic Senate Chair for an additional term.
M/S/P to agendize the resolution with the following amendments

WHEREAS:

It would require a setting aside of the Bylaws to allow John Soares the
opportunity to seek re-election as a senator for an additional yeaF tenn;
and
WHEREAS: Ifre-elected as a senator he would be eligible to seek re-election as
Academic Senate Chair for 2009 2010 an additional term, therefore, be it
RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate suspend the aforementioned eligibility
requirement for John Soares, Chair ofthe Academic Senate, for 2()99
~ an additional term.
VI.

Discussion Item(s): none.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.
Submitted by

~.~
Gladys Gregory
Academic Senate
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02.09.0

ACADEMIC SENATE 2009-2011 ELECTIONS:
NOMINATIONS RECEIVED

COLLEGEIPCS

#VACANCIES

#NOMINATIONS

#POSITIONS to be
filled by the caucus

College ofAgriculture,
Food and Environmental Sciences

4

2

2

College ofArqhitecture and
Environmental Design

4

2

2

College of Business

2

College ofEngineering

3

2

College of Liberal Arts

4

9

0

College of Science and
Mathematics

4

3

1

Professional Consultative
Services

3

2
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02.05.09

STATEMENTS OF INTEREST RECEIVED FOR
ACADEMIC SENATE COMMITTEE VACANCIES FOR 2008-2010
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FOOD AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Curriculum Committee (2008-2009)
Distinguished Teaching Award (2009-2010)
Instruction Committee

COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
Faculty Affairs Committee (2008-2009)
Research & Professional Development Committee

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Distinguished Teaching Award (2008-2009)
Fairness Board
Sustainability Committee (2008-2009)

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATIVE SERVICES
Budget and Long Range Planning Committee (2008-2009)
Distinguished Teaching Award (2008-2009)
Fairness Board

UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES
ADVISORY COMMITIEE ON WORKPLACE VIOLENCE - 1 Vacancy, 2008-2010 term
CAL POLY PLAN STEERING COMMITTEE - 1 Vacancy, 2008-2009 term
CAMPUS PLANNING COMMITTEE - 1 Vacancy, 2008-2010 term
COORDINATING COMMITIEE ON AIDS AND HIV INFECTION - 1 Vacancy, 2008-2010 term
DEANS ADMISSION ADVISORY COMMITTEE - 1 Vacancy - must be a member of the Academic Senate
Budget and Long Range Planning Committee, 2008-2009 term
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY REVIEW COMMITIEE - 1 Vacancy from CSM, 2008-2011 term
STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES ADVISORY COMMITTEE - 1 Vacancy, 2008-2010 term
UNIVERSITY PLANNING & BUDGET ADVISORY COMMITTEE - 1 Vacancy - must be a member of the
Academic Senate Budget and Long Range Planning Committee, 2008-2009 term
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Adopted:

ACADEMIC SENATE
of

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, CA
AS-

-09

RESOLUTION ON
PROPOSAL FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
THE GLOBAL WASTE RESEARCH INSTITUTE
1
2

RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly endorse the Global Waste Research Institute
as summarized in the attached proposal.

Proposed by: College of Engineering
Date:
December 11, 2008
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CAL POLY

State of California

Memorandum

SAN LUIS OBISPO
CA 93407

To:

John Soares, Chair
Academic Senate

Date:

From:

Robert D. Koob
Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs

copies Susan Opava

December 11, 2008

Mohammad Noori
Jim Hanson
N azli Yesiller

Subject Request for Academic Senate Review of the
Proposal for the Establishment of the Global
Waster Research Institute

Attached is a copy of a proposal to establish the Global Waste Research Institute (GWRI). In
accordance with campus policy for the Establishment, Evaluation and Discontinuation of Centers and
Institutes, this proposal received conceptual approval by the Academic Deans' Council at its meeting on
December 8,2008. I would now appreciate the Academic Senate's review ofthis proposal, ifpossible,
prior to the close ofWinter Quarter 2009. Simultaneously an ad hoc committee, appointed by me, will
review organizational and financial aspects ofthe proposed center. Please feel free to contact Dr. Jim
Hanson, Civil and Environmental Engineering Department, author of the proposal should you have any
questions or would like him to make a presentation to the Academic Senate.
Thank you, and if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact my office.

Attachment
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Global Waste Research Institute

Proposal to California Polytechnic
State University
.

James L. Hanson and Nazli Yesiller

October 24, 2008

-9-

Contents
Introduction
Background
Rationale
Strategic Plan
Objectives
Mission Statement
Institute Activities
Thematic Research Areas
Thematic Education Areas
Organization and Governance
Governance
Interim Director
External Advisory Board
Partner Organizations
Funding and Budget
Bylaws
Appendix
Appendix A: Letters of External Support
Letter of Financial Support from Waste Connections Inc.
Letter of Support from effENERGY LLC
Letter of Support from Falcon Holdings Inc.
Appendix B: Letters of Support from Deans
Dean Mohammad Noori - College of Engineering
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Appendix F: Examples of Related Recent and Current Externally Funded Projects
by Subject
Appendix G: Intellectual Property Policy
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INTRODUCTION
Hundreds of millions of tons of wastes and byproducts are generated in the U.S. as
well as many other parts of the world on an annual basis. The common categories of wastes
are municipal solid waste (MSW), hazardous waste, agricultural waste, mining waste,
medical waste, incinerator ash, electric power plant ash, and radioactive waste. These
various categories of wastes contain contaminants that pose different levels of risk to human
health and the environment. Byproducts are generated due to activities associated with all
major indu$tries (e.g., automotive, electronics, steel manufacturing, oil exploration, power
generation, chemical manufa~turing, packaging).
Significant advancements have been made in the management of wastes and
byproducts in recent decades. Containment technologies have been developed in the U.S. in
response to the promulgation of major environmental protection laws. Prescriptive designs
for containment systems are used commonly due to the high regulatory involvement.
Recycling of wastes and reuse of byproducts have also developed significantly in the U.S.
While U.S. is a leader in the development of materials, designs, and construction schemes
for containment applications, recycling and reuse has been underdeveloped in comparison to
other industrialized countries. Ever increasing quantities of wastes require new and improved
technologies for reduction, recycling, and reuse. Continual technological innovations and
emergence of new ,industries also require development of new strategies and adaptation of
existing methods for improved management of wastes and byproducts. Major examples of
new and emerging industries that contribute to the new-waste and byproduct streams include
biotechnology, nanotechnology, and genetics. These industries produce and dispose of
materials such as nano-particles and biological matter with properties and responses
dramatically different than conventional materials.
In addition, growing concerns on
greenhouse gas emissions coupled with progress in the alternative energy industry require
improvements in the existing waste and byproduct management methods. The large
quantities of wastes and byproducts generated are major stressors for the containment
infrastructure, in particular as the long-term effectiveness of these systems are not well
known. Significant amounts of wastes and byproducts can be used/reused in a beneficial
manner, if more efficiently managed. Overall, a significant need exists for focused research
and development in the waste and byproduct management fields.
The Global Waste Research Institute is proposed to be established at California
Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo (Cal Poly) to advance sustainable
management and beneficial use of residual wastes and byproducts'o The Institute will develop
st
anticipatory solutions for sustainable management of wastes and byproducts in the 21
century. The formation of the Institute is timely and strategic to foster multidisciplinary
approaches in research, development, education, and policy assessment and
implementation. The rationale for establishing the Institute is provided below:
.:. Cal Poly has a critical mass of faculty members with expertise and interests in various
topics related to waste management and recycling and reuse of wastes and
byproducts. The majority of the current contributing faculty is from the College of
Engineering with additional faculty members from the Colleges of Science and
Mathematics; Agriculture, Food, and Environmental Sciences; Business; and
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Architecture and Environmental Design (each of which may take lead position on a
specific project) .
•:. The Institute will represent the only example of its kind in California. Also, the Institute
will be one of the very few waste and byproduct related institutes in the U.S. The
proposed Institute differs from the other institutes due to its broadly encompassing
mission, diversity of resources, and thematic research and education areas .
•:. The highest amount of wastes and byproducts on a per state basis in the U.S. is
generated in California in proportion to the population and industrial activity.
Preliminary contacts made with the California Environmental Protection Agency
indicate strong interest in the Institute initiative. Similarly, regulatory activity and
interest in technological advancements, alternative energy technologies, and reduction
of emissions and associated use of carbon credits in California as well as globally
provide potential support mechanisms for the Institute's activities in these areas.
Progressive attitudes and attributes in California for protection of the environment
provide viable pathways for conducting successful research projects with high and
sustainable impact.
.:. The Institute h~s established a priority for sustainability in its activities in line with the
commitment of Cal Poly to pursue sustainability in teaching, research, professional
service as well as campus life .
•:. The Institute will contribute significantly to graduate education, which is a focus area
for strategic development for Cal Poly. Research projects conducted by Institute
faculty will provide assistantship opportunities for students. The Institute will facilitate
the development of a multidisciplinary Masters Program in Management of Wastes
and 8yproducts. Faculty members from the Institute will actively participate in
teaching and student advising in the new program .
•:. The Institute will provide training for various stakeholders (students, professional
community, regulators, general public) in sustainable waste and byproduct
management in California and elsewhere, and contribute to the overall educational
focus and Learn By Doing mission of Cal Poly .
•:. The Institute will establish working relations with foreign entities (including educational
institutions, industry, and government agencies) to take advantage of complementary
aspects of the expertise of researchers from Cal Poly and other countries as well as
the research infrastructure within the university and of other countries. The Institute
will promote joint research and educational studies as well 'as training programs with
foreign countries supporting the global initiatives at Cal Poly .
•:. Recycling, reuse, and containment of wastes and byproducts affect all members of
society. Advancements made in these fields through the activities of the Institute will
provide sustainable use of resources and better environmental protection and thus,
improve the well being of the public in California, in other states, and elsewhere in the
global community.

3
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.:. A commitment for a significant amount of financial support for the Institute has been
provided as detailed in Funding and Budget Section and Appendix A. In addition, two
individuals, Mr. Robert Davis (Cal Poly - Math '65) and Dr. Nazli Yesiller (Lecturer and
Volunteer Faculty, Civil and Environmental Engineering Department), have made
significant commitments to the Institute initiative and have been working in
collaboration to establish priorities and contacts for the Institute. Detailed information
about Mr. Davis and Dr. Yesiller are provided in the next several sections.

4
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STRATEGIC PLAN
The main objective of the Global Waste Research Institute (Institute) will be to develop
comprehensive solutions to existing and emerging issues in management of large quantities
and wide varieties of wastes and byproducts. The Institute will bring together experts from
complementary disciplines to investigate complex management problems associated with
wastes and byproducts. While the Institute will have a main focus of research, various
educational activities will be pursued to align with Cal Poly's commitment to education. The
Institute will facilitate and contribute to the development of a Master's Program in Sustainable
Environmentall Waste Management with a progressive multidisciplinary curriculum. The new
program will be administered by the Civil and Environmental Engineering department with
contributions from other departments in the College of Engineering and other Colleges at the
University. Other related graduate programs are envisioned as part of the scope of the
Institut~ (such as joint MS/MBA or MS/Public Policy degrees). The Institute will strive to
disseminate scientific discoveries resulting from the research studies by generating various
categories of publications (reports, papers, guides, recommendations, test methods, etc); by
providing presentations at high profile conferences and seminars; by education and training
activities; and by interactions with industry and regulatory agencies for rapid technology
transfer and policy implementation. By conducting high caliber research and effectively
disseminating the research findings, the Institute will gain high profile recognition both
nationally and internationally. We envision holding a major conference series at Cal Poly as
part of the Institute activities. A potential candidate is the recently established joint Global
Waste Management Symposium and Intercontinental Landfill Research Symposium. The
inaugural symposium will be held in Colorado in 2008. We have established a high priority to
permanently bring the bi-annual symposia to Cal Poly.
Mission Statement
The mission of the Global Waste Research Institute at California
Polytechnic State University is to advance state-of-the-art and state-of-the
practice in development of sustainable technologies and policies for management
of existing, new, and emerging wastes and byproducts through relevant and
complementary research, development, and education.
The Institute shall
operate at the forefront of engineering, science, and business to develop
products, processes, practices, and policies through conducting innovative
research and educating stakeholders.

To accomplish its mission, Institute members will seek external funding for research,
development, and education projects. In addition, the Director and Executive Committee will
pursue donations to support Institute operations and activities, including specific projects
carried out by Institute faculty. The priorities of the Institute will include investigation of
properties and behavior of wastes and byproducts through theoretical analysis, experimental
testing, and numerical modeling; investigation of multi-phase mobility of wastes and
byproducts in the environment; development of containment, treatment, and reuse strategies;
development and dissemination of theories, processes, and products for management of
wastes and byproducts; marketing of innovative and economically viable technologies;
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investigation of socio-economic implications of management strategies; and policy-making for
sustainable management of wastes and byproducts.
Priority activities for the Institute during its initial years of operation will include:
developing formal proposals to secure external funding beyond existing initial commitments;
providing seed funding to faculty affiliated with the Institute to promote large-scale
collaborations and associated proposals; facilitating and contributing to the development of
the Master's Degree Program in Sustainable Environmental/Waste Management;
establishing a flagship conference series associated with the Institute; and developing
partnering relationships with California-based, national, and international organizations.
Thematic Research Areas
The Institute will be established to develop sustainable strategies and technologies for
management of residual wastes and byproducts. Specific focus areas for research will
include:
'
• Assessment of trends for generation, recovery, recycling, and disposal of existing, new,
and emerging wastes and byproducts.
• Development of methodologies for recovery, recycling, and management of specialized
waste streams such as e-wastes, scrap tires, agricultural wastes, military wastes, and
high moisture content wastes.
• Identification, assessment, and technological development of processes for handling of
wastes and byproducts associated with emerging industries such as biotechnology,
nanotechnology, and alternative energy.
• Assessment of eXisting approaches and development of new applications and
technologies for use of recyclable materials and byproducts.
• Development of management strategies and engineering/scientific solutions for wastes at
various levels of governance.
• Investigation and development of energy recovery and conversion technologies for
wastes.
• Investigation of long-term and field-scale performance and effectiveness of existing waste
containment systems.
• Investigation of impacts of containment facilities on the global environment including
effects on air quality as well as carbon balance in the environment.
• Development of new approaches for management of legacy wastes.
• Development of innovative materials and systems for waste treatment and containment.
• Numerical modeling and model verification of processes and systems related to
optimization of waste treatment, conversion, and containment.
• Investigation of post-closure no maintenance ("walk-away") and perpetual containment
systems.
• Development of versatile (e.g., inert, low impact, mobile, low cost) alternatives for diverse
waste management and disposal needs (e.g., extreme climates, military activities, remote
locations, environmentally sensitive areas, underdeveloped regions).
• Development of specific designs for waste management solutions for developing
countries.
• Development of an inventory of instrumented field sites with industrial partners for
assessment of various aspects of management of wastes and byproducts.
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•
•
•
•
•

Development of manufacturing and processing strategies to minimize waste production.
Conducting life-cycle assessments for a wide variety of products with regard to
environmental impact and resource utilization.
Investigation of financial impacts associated with reduction, recycling, and reuse of
wastes and byproducts on carbon credits trading.
Investigation of the economic aspects of alternative containment system designs.
Market development for recycled and reused wastes and byproducts.

Thematic Education Areas
The Institute will provide relevant education for stakeholders including students,
educators, practitioners, regulators, policy makers, and the general public. Specific focus
areas for education will include:
• Facilitating development of extensive course programs, degree alternatives, and research
opportunities at Cal Poly in engineered, scientific, and economic management of wastes
and byproducts for undergraduate and graduate students.
• Establishment of industry partnerships to develop specific solutions to waste and
byproduct related problems using undergraduate and graduate students in a project
based learning environment.
• Development of workshops, seminars, training courses at various levels of technical
competency for practitioners, regulators, and policy makers.
• Development of course modules for K-12 and undergraduate and graduate education.
• Development of teaching aids for K-12 educators and university professors.
• Development of outreach materials for the general public that can be used by various
constituents including regulators, waste management industry, conSUltants, as well as
educational institutions.
• Provision of learning opportunities for developing multidisciplinary solutions to global
waste management problems.
• D~velopment of reports, manuscripts, theses, guidelines, standards, databases, and web
based materials for technology transfer.

7
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ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNANCE
The Institute will be governed by a Director in collaboration with an Executive
Committee that consists of select members of the Institute. The Director and the Executive
Committee will be assisted by the member faculty of the Institute. The committee and
members will include faculty representing multiple disciplines from the College of Engineering
and other Colleges with synergistic relationships to the Mission of the Institute. The Director
will be responsible for managing day-to-day operations of the Institute as well as coordinating
and pursuing funding opportunities. It is expected that the Director will be an active
researcher. A high-functioning Director is envisioned who can handle both research and
operational tasks associated with the Institute. The Director will also be involved in
supervising her own or collaborative research projects as well as disseminating research
results through reports, papers, presentations, and other venues. The dissemination of
results relates to both the Director's own research (in conventional journal and conference
settings) as well as to broad results of all faculty participants in the Institute (for fund raising
purposes associated with the Institute). In addition, the Director will manage general
dissemination activities including seminars, training courses, workshops, and conference
organizations. This Institute proposal was prepared in collaboration between Dr. James L.
Hanson and Dr. Nazli Yesiller, who are married. Appropriate actions will be taken in the
governance of the Institute to prevent any conflict of interest and to fully abide by Cal Poly
regulations. The Dean of Engineering will act in supervisory capacity as needed.
The Interim Director of the Institute will be Dr. Nazli Yesiller. Dr. Yesiller is a civil
engineer with a specialty in geoenvironmental engineering. She received her Ph.D. from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1994. She completed a Post-Doctoral assignment at the
same university in 1995. She was initially an assistant professor and then a tenured
associate professor at Wayne State University in ,Detroit, Michigan between 1995 and 2006.
She has been an Independent Consultant in San Luis Obispo and lecturer at Cal Poly since
2006. Her academic interests are mainly in research with focus areas of waste containment
materials and systems, reuse of byproducts, nondestructive testing, image analysis, and
surface topography investigations. Her research projects have mainly been funded by the
National Science Foundation (NSF). She received continuous funding from NSF between
1997 and 2006 starting with a CAREER Award. She also received external funding from
American Association for Advancement of Science, Michigan Department of Transportation,
and various private organizations.
She has interests in experimental analysis and
development of test methods and guides. She has been extensively involved with the
American Society for Testing arid Materials (ASTM) and serves as an Editorial Board
Member of the ASTM Geotechnical Testing Journal and the chair of the Committee on
Hydrologic Properties and Hydraulic Testing of soils. She has received ASTM Awards for
standards development and technical publication. She also serves on various committees of
American Society of Civil Engineers and Transportation Research Board and participated in
numerous seminar, symposium, workshop, and conference organization activities. Dr.
Yesiller is highly qualified to serve as the Interim Director of the Institute due to her
background and expertise, research record, and professional service activities.
The Executive Committee will consist of the Institute Director and faculty members of
the Institute with relevant and complementary research and education interests closely
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aligned with the Mission of the Institute. The initial membership of the Executive Committee
represents a group of faculty with direct research, teaching, and professional service interests
linked with the Institute. Dr. Hanson and Dr. Vigil have expertise in solid waste and
byproduct management including recycling, reuse, and containment. Dr. Vanasupa has been
extensively involved with sustainable engineering and global educational initiatives. Dr.
Golden will provide a direct link to the College of Agriculture, Food, and Environmental
Sciences in relation to investigation of agricultural wastes and byproducts. Dr. Singh has
expertise in packaging and provides a link to the Orfalea College of Business in relation to
investigation of manufacturing processes for waste reduction and reuse applications. The
Executive Committee will work closely with the Institute faculty to identify research and
educational priorities and activities for the Institute as well as participate in securing funds
and disseminating the results of Institute activities. The Executive Committee and Institute
faculty will facilitate and contribute to the development of the Masters Degree Program in
Sustainable Environmental/Waste Management. Member faculty of the Institute will teach
various courses in the program and direct research and advise students in relevant research
topics. The make-up of the Executive Committee will continue to evolve and members will
rotate as leaders around campus emerge in research and education related to the activities
of the Institute.
Executive Committee
• Dr. Nazli Yesiller: geoenvironmental engineering, containment materials and systems,
nondestructive testing, image analysis
• Dr. Bruce L. Golden, Department Head - Dairy Science: genetic evaluation of livestock,
animal identification, and livestock breeding
• Dr. James L. Hanson, Associate Professor - Civil and Environmental Engineering
Department: geotechnical and geoenvironmental engineering, waste containment
systems, heat transfer analysis
• Dr. Jay Singh, Associate Professor - Industrial Technology Program, Orfalea College of
Business: packaging and life cycle assessment
• Dr. Linda Vanasupa, Professor - Materials Engineering Department: materials
engineering, engineering education, sustainable engineering, global education
• Dr. Samuel A. Vigil, Professor - Civil and Environmental Engineering Department:
environmental engineering, solid waste management
The Institute will have member faculty, who will participate in and contribute to
determining the direction of its activities. The members will be responsible for pursuing
external funding opportunities and will benefit from seed funding opportunities made available
through the Institute. The members will also be responsible for supervising individual
research projects and disseminating the results in reports, papers, presentations, and
through other venues and will be responsible for participating in and organizing Institute
seminars, training courses, workshops, and conferences. A preliminary list of members of
the Institute is provided below.
Additional members from Colleges of Science and
Mathematics, Business, and Agriculture, Food, and Environmental Sciences will be identified
in collaboration with the Deans of these Colleges. Support Letters provided by the Deans in
Appendix B indicate the interest and support of multiple Colleges in the Institute. In addition,
several members of the Institute have existing collaborations with member Colleges and with
particular units such as the Environmental Biotechnology Institute; Project Based Learning
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Institute; and Industrial Technology Program.
These members will assist in further
identification of faculty for collaborative and cooperative participation in the activities of the
Institute. The existing collaborations between the various member faculty of the Institute and
also between the members and faculty not identified by name in this section can be seen in
the resumes provided in Appendix C and publications provided in Appendix D. It is expected
that faculty members affiliated with various departments or programs at Cal Poly will
collaborate with and participate in the activities of the Institute. The member faculty of the
Institute will continue to evolve as projects and activities of the Institute develop over time.
•

Dr. Isaac Chang, Industrial Technology Program, Orfalea College of Business: product
lifecycle management, alternative energy applications, energy conversion
• Dr. Ray Fernando, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry: polymers and coatings
• Dr. Gregg Fiegel, Chair, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering: Engineers
without Borders, sustainable infrastructure, professional training, student activities, and
graduate education
• Dr. Daniel Jansen, Associate Professor - Civil and Environmental Engineering
Department: structural engineering, civil engineering materials, reuse of byproducts
• Dr. Andrew Kean, Assistant Professor - Mechanical Engineering Department: combustion
and pollution emissions, energy
• Dr. Trygve J. Lundquist, Assistant Professor - Civil and Environmental Engineering
Department: environmental engineering, animal wastes, and waste-to-energy
• Dr. Yarrow Nelson, Professor - Civil and Environmental Engineering Department and
Environmental
Biotechnology
Institute:
environmental
engineering,
analytical
investigations, waste-to-energy, and conversion technologies
• Dr. Ashraf Rahim, Assistant Professor - Civil and Environmental Engineering Department:
pavement engineering, reuse of byproducts
• Dr. Ken Riener - Orfalea College of Business: global cost of alternative energy sources,
effect of carbon credits
• Dr. Pete Schwartz - Physics: renewable energy, appropriate technology for the poor,
financial analysis of energy transitioning
• Dr. Keith Vorst, Assistant Professor - Industrial Technology Program, Orfalea College of
Business: packaging
The Institute will be supported by an External Advisory Board that will include
distinguished representatives from academia as well as waste, recycling, manufacturing,
engineering, and service industries. The Board will provide general direction and guidance
for the activities of the Institute and provide a bridge between academia and industry. The
Board will also assist with identifying potential research and education topics and support
mechanisms. The External Advisory Board will have at least one annual meeting. The
External Advisory Board will nominate a chair, who will also serve as liaison to the Executive
Committee. A preliminary list, with general categories in some cases, for the External
Advisory Board membership, is presented below. Additional members and specific members
in certain categories will be identified in collaboration with the Deans of the Colleges
participating in the Institute subsequent to formal establishment of the Institute. The
membership in the External Advisory Board will be on a rotational basis with renewable
appointments of 2 or 3 years.

10
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External Advisory Board (Preliminary List)
• Mr. Robert H. Davis: Waste Systems International Inc.
• Mr. Jim Little: Waste Connections, Inc.
• Dr. Conrad Young: Century Tubes Inc.
• Dr. Craig H. Benson: University of Washington
• Dr. David E. Daniel: University of Texas-Dallas
• Dr. Majdi Othman: Geosyntec Consultants
• Mr. Paul Orfalea: Kinko's-FedEx
• Mr. Ken Edwards: Dunn-Edwards Paint
• Mr. Bob Gallo: Gallo Wines
• GSE Inc.
• Mr. Pat DeRuda: Waste Management
• Dr. Robert Ham: Emeritus University of Wisconsin-Madison
• Electronics Industry
• Transportation Industry
• Mining Industry
• Electric Power Industry

The Institute will also establish national and international collaborations with partner
organizations including universities, corporate entities, and governmental agencies. Jointly
managed research and education projects; use of industry partners' facilities for field-scale
investigations; joint professional activities; and collaborative training courses, seminars, and
workshops will constitute the majority of activities to be undertaken with the Partner
Organizations. A preliminary list is provided for the Partner Organizations below. The list of
the Organizations will be finalized subsequent to formal establishment of the Institute.
Formation of research groups with regard to specific topics and associated partners will be
pursued subsequent to the establishment of the Institute. An example includes a Landfill
Research Group that will include relevant faculty members of the Institute and Partner
Organizations. The Group will focus on specific projects that are relevant for landfills.
Common research conducted by the Group will benefit all members and all of the resulting
materials such as data, analyses methods, test methods, guidelines, specifications, and other
publications will be accessible by all members.
Partner Organizations (Preliminary List)
• Waste Connections Inc.
• effENERGY LLC
• adaptiveARC, Inc.
• Waste Systems International, Inc
• Synergy Power Corporation
• University of Wisconsin-Madison
• Purdue University
• Kyoto University - Japan
• Sauk Trail Hills Development
• Los Corralitos Regional Landfill

11
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Anchorage Regional Landfill
Vancouver Landfill - Canada
Monterey Regional Waste Management District
Lucas Heights Landfill - Australia
Rubber Recovery, Inc.
Nippon Koei Co. Ltd. - Japan

An organizational flowchart for the Institute is presented in Figure 1. The flowchart
depicts relationships between Institute constituents within the framework of the University
administration.
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Figure 1. Organizational Flowchart for GWRI
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PERSONNEL AND FACILITIES
Initial facilities and personnel requirements for the Global Waste Research Institute
consist of a Director position and office space for the Director.
An Administrative
Assistant/Assistant Director Position and office space for the Assistant will be required in the
second year of operations of the Institute. The Director and Assistant will manage the
Institute in the short as well as the long term. Additional personnel will be hired over time for
supporting the research mission of the Institute. The additional personnel will mainly consist
of Research Associates. The Research Associates will be responsible for conducting
research projects, which cannot be fully accomplished with undergraduate and Master's level
graduate students. The Research Associates will work closely with the faculty members of
the Institute. In addition to conducting research, the Research Associates will also assist with
teaching of courses for the newly established Master's Degree Program or other courses as
needed. It is expected that the first cycle of additional personnel would join the institute in the
third or fourth year of operations.
Additional office space will be required for the Research Associates. It may be
possible to house the Research Associates in existing office and laboratory settings based on
their expertise and work areas. Initially, the research studies will be conducted in existing
laboratory facilities on campus. We expect that field investigations will also be conducted by
the Institute faculty at various locations. Office space, laboratory space, and equipment
solely devoted to Institute activities will be required over time as the operations of the Institute
expand. We estimate that combined laboratory and office space with an area on the order of
2000 ft2 will be required by the fifth year of operations of the Institute. Discussions are
underway with the College of Engineering for identifying suitable space for the Institute.
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FUNDING AND BUDGET
The Global Waste Research Institute at Cal Poly will be formed as a collaborative
effort between academia and industry. Initial funds in the amount of $1,000,000 sequenced
funding ($200,000 at onset and $100,OOO/year thereafter) has already been committed by
Waste Connections Inc. as indicated by the Support Letter provided in Appendix A. Institute
faculty will pursue additional funding from private industry and California Environmental
Protection Agency. Funding will be pursued for projects in areas that constitute research
priorities for the Institute from federal agencies including the National Science Foundation,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Energy, Department of Defense,
Department of Commerce, and Department of Agriculture. Also, funding will be sought for
procurement of major equipment through various equipment funding opportunities available
from the federal agencies. In addition, funding will be pursued from state agencies such as
California Department of Transportation. Funding will also be pursued in the form of
designated funding from California state government. The Institute has several priority
research and education areas that coincide with the priority areas of the state government
such as alternative energy and high-tech industries, which will enable the possibility of
obtaining designated funding. The Director will actively pursue funding and also closely
collaborate with affiliated Institute faculty and the Executive Committee in pursuing the
various funding opportunities described above. Examples of existing, recent, and current
externally funded projects conducted by Cal Poly faculty in areas related to the mission and
activities of the Institute are provided in Appendix E.
The Institute faculty will have dual functions in funding related activities. The Institute
will provide funds to faculty (and their collaborators as appropriate) for conducting research
and education studies. The source of these funds would be donations or grants (e.g.,
obtained through foundations). It is intended that such funds be distributed to member faculty
on a competitive basis (with a small-scale RFP within the Institute). The modest funds
envisioned would help faculty conduct small-scale investigations and assist with developing
plans for major collaborations and major topics of research. At the same time, the faculty will
be actively engaged in pursuit of external funding for projects related to the Mission of the
Institute. The return on indirect costs to the Institute will be used for operational costs and
assistance with research costs. This dual function and funding cycle will allow for continual
operations of the Institute.
An itemized budget is provided in Table 1 for estimated revenues and expenses of the
Institute for an initial period of five years. Start-up funds in the amount of $25,000/year are
requested for the first two years of the operation of the Institute. In the first year, this amount
will augment the funds to be provided by Waste Connections Inc. to support the Institute
Director and student assistants, and provide seed funds to member faculty. In the second
year, the requested amount will augment funding from Waste Connections Inc. to support the
Institute Director, an Assistant and the organization of the conference series to be affiliated
with the Institute. We expect that external funding in addition to the funds provided by Waste
Connections Inc. will become available starting in Year 2 or 3 with the amount expected to
increase over time. We envision funding at the level of $400,000 to $600,000 for the Institute
on average on an annual basis (including donations for operations, sponsored research, and
fees generated by short courses and conferences). Actual revenues will be higher than the
15
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levels presented in Table 1 due to the 25% return on overhead in research expenditures
exceeding $100,OOO/year. Funds will be used for hiring Research Associates starting with
the third year of operations. Funds may also be used for creating office and laboratory space
for the Institute. The compensation category overall includes the salary for the Director, the
Assistant, Research Associates, and students who may be hired directly by the Institute for
research and education projects. The expenses include funds for compensation, funds for
research and education activities as well funds for various services, materials, and supplies.
Whereas it is envisioned that conferences and short courses will be integrated into Institute
activities, these are not included as revenue streams during the first five years as profit from
initial training efforts are expected to be modest. The initial efforts in this regard will focus on
establishing a global reputation for the Institute, and not on profit. As the reputation of the
Institute is established, such revenue stream is expected to contribute to an operating
budget. Some research investigations may lead to intellectual property and possible financial
benefits to the Institute and university. The Intellectual Property Policy for Cal Poly is
provided in Appendix F for the activities of the Institute.
Table 1 - Five Year Budget Estimate for Global Waste Research Institute
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

YearS

200,000
25,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

225,000

100,000
25,000
50,000
175,000

150,000
250,000

250,000
350,000

300,000
400.000

150,000
5,000

125,000
10,000

180,000
10,000

195,000
15,000

260.000
20,000

50,000
20,000
225,000

25,000
15,000
175,000

35.000
25,000
250 ,000

80,000
60,000
350 ,000

80,000
40,000
400 ,000

Revenues
Waste Connections Inc.
,
Start-Up Funds
External Funds
Total

Expenses
Compensation
Services, Materials,
Supplies
Research Funds
Education Funds
Total
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RESOLUTION ON MODIFICATION TO THE
BYLAWS OF THE ACADEMIC SENATE:
REVISION TO MAKE THE POSITION OF ACADEMIC SENATE CHAIR
AN AT-LARGE POSITION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

"WHEREAS,

The position of Academic Senate Chair requires both significant experience in the
Senate and serious commitment to it as an institution; and

WHEREAS,

The term of office for Academic Senate Chair is limited by the bylaws restriction
placed on Senate membership as stated in Article II.B: "A senator can serve a
maximum oftwo [two-year] consecutive, elected terms and shall not again be
eligible for election until one year has elapsed"; and

WHEREAS,

It is often not until the third or fourth year of a senator's term that a senator has
acquired enough experience to serve as Academic Senate Chair; and

WHEREAS,

It would be beneficial ifthat individual were able to serve as Academic Senate
Chair for more than one to two years; therefore be it

RESOLVED: That the position of Academic Senate Chair become an at-large position rather
than a college caucus position, thereby allowing each college complete voting
representation; and be it further
RESOLVED: That the at-large position of Academic Senate Chair be a nonvoting position
except when the Chair's vote is needed to break a tie; and be it further
RESOLVED: That the position of Academic Senate Chair have a term limit of four years; and be
it further
RESOLVED: That Article III. 1.Cd) ofthe Constitution a/the Faculty be revised to read:
"Senators acting in an at-large capacity are the current Academic Senate Chair, the
immediate Past Academic Senate Chair, and the CSU academic senators. All at
large positi ns shall be voting positions except for the Academic Senate Chair
which is a nonvoting position except when the Chair' vote is needed to break a
tie"; and be it further
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32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

RESOLVED: That Article II.B ofthe Byla-w.s of the Academic Senate be divided into "1. Terms
of Office for Senators" and "2. Terms of Office for Academic Senate Chair"; and
be it further
RESOLVED: That Article II.B.2 of the Bylaws of the Academic Senate read: "Once a senator is
elected to serve as Academic Senate Cbair, that senator becomes an at-large
member of the Academic Senate and the position vacated becomes a college
vacancy to be filled by the college caucus. The elected term of office for Academic
Senate Chair shall be a maximum of four years"; and be it further
RESOLVED: That Article I.B.5 of the Bylaws of the Academic Senate be revised to read:
"College Caucus: All ofthe senators from each college and Professional
Consultative Services shall constitute the caucus for that college or Professional
Consultative Services. Part-time academic employees and at-large members of the
Academic Senate shall not be part of any college caucus"; and be it further
RESOLVED: That Article IV.C of the Byla-w.s of the Academic Senate be revised to read:
''Terms of Office: Each officer shall be elected by the voting members ofthe
Academic Senate for a one-year term ... The only limitation to the number of terms
a senator may hold office as Vice Chair or Secretary are the eligibility requirements
in Article II.A ofthese bylaws and the terms of office restrictions in Article II.B of
these bylaws. The number ofterms a senator may hold office as Academic Senate
Chair is set forth in Article II.B.2 ofthese bylaws.

Proposed by: Academic Senate Executive Committee
Date:
February 17 2009
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RESOLUTION ON
RESOLUTION TO CHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE STATUS FOR RECREATION,
PARKS, AND TOURISM ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM
1
2

WHEREAS,

The Recreation, Parks, and Tourism Administration program is currently an
academic unit located in the Natural Resources Management Department; and

WHEREAS,

A status change from Recreation, Parks, and Tourism Administration program to
Recreation, Parks, and Tourism Administration Department is being proposed; and

WHEREAS,

The program has grown to approximately 300 undergraduate students and 7 full
time faculty with strong student demand externally and internally with change of
major students; and

WHEREAS,

The program is primarily operating autonomously from the NRM Department with
separate faculty meetings and individual state and college-based fee budget
allocations; and

WHEREAS,

The program has been very successful in adapting to changing student interests
and industry demand with more than 40% of the current students in the event
management advisor approved elective area and approximately 24% in the tourism
planning and management concentration. The area with the third highest demand
in the major is sport management; and

WHEREAS,

These growth areas are not well aligned with the mission ofthe NRM Department.
The FNRlENVM and RPTA programs have very distinct mission statements,
goals, curricula and strategic visions for the future that do not logically support
continuing as a single department organizational structure; and

WHEREAS,

This change will allow the proposed department to adapt more easily to industry
trends, and the potential for growth in student numbers and industry partners will
increase exponentially; and

WHEREAS,

The program is responsible for advancement efforts that have been limited due to a
lack 0 f industry visibility; and

3
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32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

WHEREAS,

Internal and external sources that have highlighted the need for RPT A department
status have included a capital campaign readiness assessment, the RPT A Advisory
Council, a 2005 internal program review document, and 93 letters of support from
alumni, industry leaders, parents and advisory council members; and

WHEREAS,

The administrative changes necessary will be a change in the title ofthe program
coordinator to department head and a reclassification of an administrative support
assistant to administrative support coordinator; and

WHEREAS,

The minimal funding necessary to carry out these changes has been identified by
the program and the College ofAgriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences
Dean; and

WHEREAS,

Said change in status has been supported by all faculty in the Natural Resources
Management Department through a memorandum of understanding, and by the
College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences department heads and
chairs, the CAFES Dean, and is being concurrently reviewed by the Academic
Deans' Council; therefore be it

RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly endorse the change from Recreation, Parks,
and Tourism Administration program, as an academic unit to the academic
department of Recreation, Parks, and Tourism Administration Department.

Proposed by: Recreation, Parks, and Tourism Administration Program
Date:
February 9 2009
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DRAFTv5.2
January 14, 2009
Cal Poly Statement on Commitment to Community
Cal Poly values a broad and diverse learning community where students, faculty and staff
embrace core values of mutual respect, academic excellence, open inquiry, free
expression and respect for diversity. Responsibilities of membership in the Cal Poly
community are consistent with the highest principles of shared governance, engagement,
integrity and social responsibility.
As members ofthe Cal Poly community, we choose to:
•

Promote diversity and social justice by acting against intolerance, hate and
discrimination

•

Accept individual responsibility for our actions

•

Act with integrity and show respect for ourselves and others

•

Support and promote collaboration in University life

•

Participate in community service and volunteerism

•

Demonstrate concern for the well-being of others

•

Strive for academic excellence in University life

•

Practice academic honesty in the spirit of inquiry and discovery

Page 1 of2
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Margaret Camuso
From:

emailcal-unixstaff-request@polymail.cpunix.calpoly.edu on behalf of President's Office
[presid entsoffice@calpoly.edu]

Sent:

Tuesday, February 03, 2009 3:51 PM

To:

all-cp-employees; cpstudents

Subject: Diversity and Inclusion Update

To the Campus Community:
We would like to first thank those of you who attended the November 12 community meeting on
Diversity and Inclusion, as well as recognize the team of organized and highly engaged Cal Poly student
leaders who worked so diligently to bring life to the Forum.
A number of you have submitted valuable suggestions regarding steps the campus might take to improve
campus climate and have worked to enhance modem campus culture concerning diversity and inclusive
speech and behavior.
Weare determined to act upon the advice we have received and we will convene the campus again this
quarter to review progress and seek additional community input. In the meantime, we would like to
share a brief update on steps we are taking to follow up on several suggestions.
First of all, all across campus colleges already have in place a number of programs and initiatives
designed to promote a more inclusive campus environment. An inventory is under development to
provide a conveniently accessible list of these programs and will be posted soon on the Web at:
www.diversity.calpoly.edu
We are developing several additional University initiatives.
1. Adoption of the "Inclusive Excellence Model"

The "Inclusive Excellence" model, developed by the Association of American Colleges and
Universities, is designed to help colleges and universities focus on making a quality education accessible
to all students through a rich and diverse learning environment where everyone feels valued and
included. Over the past year, administrative personnel, the Academic Senate and ASI have all had an
opportunity to review this approach. ASI has issued a formal resolution urging its adoption. The
Academic Senate organized its Fall retreat around "Inclusive Excellence" and will be considering a
formal resolution in support of its adoption this quarter. The draft university strategic plan now being
reviewed on campus has Inclusive Excellence as one of seven strategic goals.
"Inclusive Excellence" is a valuable resource for us here at Cal Poly and the University is therefore
moving forward to adopt it as a planning framework. We are also establishing an "Inclusive Excellence
Council" to coordinate and monitor its implementation.
The· lEC will adopt the following principles to guide its work:
•
•
•

In higher education, an excellent institution is an inclusive institution.
All students should have the opportunity to succeed.
All students benefit educationally from participating in a community where people differ from one
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another.
• In order to be successful as citizens and workers, graduates must be prepared to live and work in a
diverse world.
• An inclusive community is characterized by mutual respect, a sense of belonging and personal
safety.
The IEC will work to foster, through recommendations for the University strategic plan and university
programs and services, a philosophy of inclusion that is evidenced in the daily conduct of business on
campus.

2.

Professional Development for Faculty and Staff

The Center for Teaching and Learning (CFTL) provided a very well attended workshop on prejudice at
the end of fall quarter 2008, featuring an expert Cal Poly panel. CFTL will also be offering a workshop
on civility on Feb. 20.
This quarter, the College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Science (CAFES) is taking the lead in
piloting an anti-bias and diversity training program for employees aimed at creating and sustaining a
college environment that is both respectful and inclusive, utilizing the Anti-Defamation League's
"Campus of Difference" program
Next fall the University will build upon CAFES' experience, and begin offering training to campus
employees. A number of training packages are being considered. Students, faculty and staff are involved
in their review.

3.
Development of Better Mechanisms for Learning About and Following up on Reports of
Harassment, Hate, Bias and Insensitivity
We are moving forward with development of a new office of campus advocacy that will aggregate and
report information about campus incidents, develop policy recommendations, assist in arriving at
appropriate formal or informal resolutions in specific cases and establish and maintain a website with
links to campus resources. The advocacy office will be supported by a network of faculty, staff and
student peers across campus that will serve as an important front-line resource and assist individuals in
connecting with the formal support structure.

****
As Cal Poly works to realize the full potential of its rich and increasingly diverse campus community,
we will continue to seek ways to foster an environment in which all community members are valued,
respected and supported. We believe the steps outlined above will help move us along a path toward
improvement in the campus climate, but recognize we have much work to do and we welcome and
invite your continued comments and suggestions.
Warren J. Baker, President
Cal Poly
Angela Kramer, President
Associated Students, Inc.
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-32Extract from introduction to Inclusive Excellence model by
Alma Clayton-Pedersen
Vice President for Education and Institutional Renewal
Caryn McTighe Musil
Senior Vice President and Vice President for Diversity, Equity, and Global Initiatives
Association of American Colleges & Universities (AAC&U)

Defining "Inclusive Excellence"

At the outset of this initiative, AAC&U advanced an operational definition of Inclusive Excellence.
This definition is intended to be flexible enough to be "localized" by a Campus while also retaining
basic principles to guide a national movement and to connect campuses in these efforts. The
definition consists of four primary elements:

1. A focus on student intellectual and social development.
Academically, it means offering the best possible course of study for the context in which
the education is offered. 1
2. A purposeful development and utilization of organizational resources to enhance student
learning.
Organizationally, it means establishing an environment that challenges each student to
achieve academically at high levels and each member of the campus to contribute to
learning and knowledge development.

3. Attention to the cultural differences learners bring to the educational experience and that
enhance the enterprise. 2
4. A welcoming community that engages all of its diversity in the service of student and
organizational learning.

Why Now?

Making Excellence Inclusive builds on major AAC&U initiatives-most notably, Greater
Expectations and American Commitments-and ties together the association's long-standing
interest in educational quality in the undergraduate curriculum, in diversity and civic engagement,
and in preparing faculty to deepen students' learning. It is designed to address the following four
dilemmas confronting higher education today.

1 "Best" here implies the provision of qualified instructors and sufficient resources-including other
learners-as well as a sequence of study that is coherent and challenging, and one that comprehensively
addresses the student learning goals of the particular institution. Contexts vary from preschool to
postgraduate education, by affiliation (e.g., religious or secular), and by sector (e.g., elementary, high
schools, community colleges, research universities).
2 Cultural differences inelude race/ethnicity (e.g., Latino, Caucasian, Asian/Pacific Islander, African
American, American Indian), class, gender, sexual orientation, national origin, first language, physical and
learning ability, and learning style.
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2
Islands of Innovations with Too Little Influence on Institutional Structures
Hardly any campus is without some tangible, and often impressive, number of initiatives to help
create more inclusive environments, more expansive intellectual horizons, or more opportunities
for outreach to the larger community. Yet how does a campus coordinate these multiple efforts
so they have a greater impact on all students, and on the institution as a whole? One frequently
can identify educational innovations, but rarely can one detect structures that link
them. Accordingly, the impact of these innovations is isolated rather than pervasive. And with so
many individual diversity initiatives springing up like daffodils in springtime, people long for
coherence, cohesion, and collaboration. They also want to figure out how to "get it right" as they
move through this astounding transition to an inclusive academy that strives for diversity and
excellence.
The Disconnect between Diversity and Educational Excellence
Although we know meaningful engagement with diversity benefits students
educationally, little has been done to create a comprehensive framework for excellence that
incorporates diversity at its core. Similarly, new research about how to help diverse and
differentially prepared students succeed has not yet provoked widespread change across higher
education. And diversity is not typically a focus at any level in "quality improvement" efforts. As a
result, education leaders routinely work on diversity initiatives within one committee on
campus and work on strengthening the quality of the educational experience within another. This
disconnect serves students-and all of education-poorly.
Disparities in Academic Success across Groups
There has been significant progress in expanding access to college for underrepresented
students. Yet many of these students experience differential retention rates and inequities in
academic achievement. This troubling achievement gap, especially across specific racial and
ethnic groups and across different income levels, signals failure, not only for the individual
students affected but also for the colleges and universities they attend and for the educational
system as a whole.
The "Post-Michigan" Environment
The U.S. Supreme Court's landmark decisions in the recent University of Michigan cases affirm
the value of diversity when tied to the educational purpose and mission of an institution. At this
historic juncture, it is imperative that higher education leaders seize the opportunity to help
colleges and universities-and the public-better understand how diversity and educational
quality are intertwined. Despite the Court's affirmation, those opposed to affirmative action
continue to bring lawsuits, organize anti-affirmative action referenda, and influence public
opinion. While many campuses feel pressure to move into "compliance mode," AAC&U aims to
help institutions establish diversity as a core component in achieving desired student learning
outcomes and put diversity and inclusion efforts at the center of their decision-making. In order to
reach this academic higher ground, diversity, inclusion, and equity initiatives must be so
fundamentally linked to educational mission that to ignore them in everyday practice would
jeopardize institutional vitality.

For more information, visit AAC&U webpage at
http://www.aacu.org/inclusive excellence/index.cfm

